GLOBAL JET / COVID-19 / TOGETHER WE WILL COME OUT STRONGER!

Safety is their number one priority and is paramount to Global Jet’s values. With a 20-year legacy of responsible business and well-known reputation regarding safety and security, their dedicated teams are taking all necessary actions to guarantee the utmost safety in all flight operations. Global Jet leaves nothing to chance: this is the key to their success.

In view of the ongoing COVID-19 situation, Global Jet has been taking strict precautions to protect their passengers, their crew and their employees, while continuing their activity dedicated to their customers. Global Jet is enforcing additional measures to those published by the WHO in order to safeguard the safety of all passengers and crew, by also applying aerospace and clinically approved microbiological cleaning agents – Bacoban¹ – on board of their aircraft.

Global Jet’s Crew have been trained to apply, before and after each flight, sanitation and disinfection sprays as per very strict procedures established with Medaire physicians and in accordance with the EASA regulations. Their partnership with Medaire has been reinforced during this sanitary crisis and Medaire kits (UPK – Universal Precaution Kit)² are available on each of their aircraft and contains, “a gown with long sleeves and aprons to enhance protection from potential spillage, hand sanitizer for when standard hand washing facilities are not available, booties (shoe covers) protect from contact with infected material responders might have stepped over, surgical face masks with protective visor to cover the eyes, non-permeable gloves protect hands from contact with infected materials, items to aide in clean-up of bodily fluids such as an absorbent

¹ Bacoban® is a patented surface disinfectant which is proven to kill pathogens for up to 10 days after application. Bacoban® uses a semi-permanent nanoscale layer which contains anti-pathogen agents. These are slowly released while the layer is in place. This helps close the "hygiene gap," preventing these germs from regenerating. Bacoban® is VAH-listed and CE certified as a class 2A medical device. https://www.liquid-glass.com/en/products/cleaning-disinfection/bacoban-disinfection/

pad, liquid solidifier, scoop/scaper, odour eliminator, and disinfectant wipes, biohazard bag to dispose of waste and used protective gear, instructions on how to properly don, remove, and dispose of personal protection equipment, soft-sided for easy storage, assembled under strict ISO 9001 quality assurance standards.” Moreover, all Global Jet crew are well traced and checked for signs on a regular basis. Additionally, and on request by Global Jet’s customers, a deeper disinfection of the cabin could be performed by professional partners in some major hubs.

Flying on a private jet will facilitate social distancing by avoiding close contact with other passengers in the aircraft. The fact that private jets benefit in most locations of dedicated standalone VIP terminal facilities and channels also prevents the potential exposure by avoiding busy airport terminals, check-in counters as well as boarding procedures.

Therefore, for any travel needs, Global Jet will assist their passengers and will do their utmost to perform them while respecting the newly imposed travel regulations. Their Worldwide Customer Service, Charter Sales and Operations Teams are available day and night to make the impossible possible in order to respond to their needs.

New safety and hygiene procedures have been requested and implemented with each catering partner. This includes control process, storage, food handling, personal hygiene and delivery. Every step and process have been reviewed to ensure a strict minimum contact procedure.

Their core business is Service and they shall continue to be there for their valuable customers and to find the best and most tailored solutions for their flights while respecting the new safety regulations.

Global Jet has been monitoring and acclimatising to the outbreak since the first identified cases late 2019. A number of restrictions has been imposed by several countries and new information continue to emerge. Their teams are working 24/7 with experts and authorities to update standards as the situation evolves.
Visit Global Jet’s website: https://www.globaljetconcept.com
Contact: sales@globaljetconcept.com for your reservation / +41 22 939 30 85
For marketing inquiries, contact: marketing@globaljetconcept.com

Global Jet is a worldwide dynamic company in the private aviation industry. With 20 years of sound and ever-growing experience, and thanks to our expertise and our strong network of reliable partners, Global Jet holds a leading position in the market. Our primary advantage lies in our comprehensive knowledge of the business aviation industry. Since 2000, we have provided first-class services in the following areas: Aircraft sales & acquisitions, aircraft management, executive charters and aircraft designs & completion. Our company manages over 70 business jets internationally, owned by high-net-worth individuals and corporations. We are specialized in wide-body and long-range operations, with the highest level of safety and comfort in the industry. Global Jet is the largest operator of privately-owned Airbus and Boeing business jets, with a fleet ranging from the prestigious VVIP Airbus A340-300ER, B787 throughout the product line of the following leading manufacturers: Airbus, Boeing, Bombardier, Dassault, Gulfstream, Cessna, Embraer and Beechcraft. Today, Global Jet has a global presence in the following destinations: Geneva, Luxembourg, Monaco, Moscow, London, Paris, Madrid, Vienna, Isle of Man, Beijing, Hangzhou and Hong Kong.